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The safety and efficacy of breast-conserving therapy (BCT) for women with early-stage breast cancer are well established. BCT entails wide excision of the tumor and appropriate nodal evaluation, followed by radiation therapy to the breast.

The safety and efficacy of breast-conserving therapy (BCT) for women with early-stage breast cancer are well established.[1,2] BCT entails wide excision of the tumor and appropriate nodal evaluation, followed by radiation therapy to the breast. There is broad agreement that successful breast conservation requires complete tumor excision, commonly described as a "tumor-free" or "negative" margin of resection, but the definition of a negative margin is controversial. Opinions range from the original National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) definition of "no ink on tumor," to a recommended width of 10 mm or more. A widely held position based on single-institution retrospective data is that a mandatory minimum distance between ink and tumor is necessary for good local control, but the margin width is debated. A commonly accepted definition of adequate margins requires a 2-mm distance between ink and tumor.

Randomized Trials, Resection Margins, and Recurrence in Invasive Breast Cancer

The original definition of a negative margin proposed by the NSABP was the absence of tumor cells at the ink, and subsequent NSABP studies follow this simple rule. The landmark NSABP study of breast conservation involved 1851 patients; the positive margin rate was 6.8%, and with a 20-year follow-up the in-breast tumor recurrence rate was 14.2%.[1] Importantly, there was no attempt to distinguish new primary tumors from true recurrences, and given the 20-year follow-up interval, there was undoubtedly a substantial proportion of new primaries among the 14.2% of women who experienced ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (IBTR). According to recent studies that have tried to distinguish between these events, the new primary cancer rate at 10 years may account for up to half of all observed IBTRs.[2,3] If one estimates the true recurrence rate in the NSABP B-06 trial based on this estimate, then true local recurrences occurred in about 7% of women. Other randomized trials of breast conservation are summarized in Table 1; all used either "grossly free margins" or "microscopically free margins" with no minimal width required, and none distinguished new primaries from true recurrences except for the Danish trial, which reported an overall IBTR rate of less than 6%. In these large studies with long follow-up periods, IBTR rates range from 6% to 19.7%, but margins were not microscopically defined for most of these trials, so the impact of margin width on IBTR rates is difficult to assess.

Nonrandomized Data on Resection Margins and Recurrence in Invasive Breast Cancer

More recently, NSABP investigators have published two separate analyses of local recurrence, distant disease, and breast cancer mortality, using pooled data from adjuvant therapy trials subsequent to B-06. One report dealt with patients with node-negative breast cancer and included a...
total of 3,799 women who participated in five NSABP protocols and underwent BCT with or without adjuvant systemic therapy.[4] Patients treated with adjuvant systemic therapy had a 12-year cumulative incidence of IBTR of 6.6%, with a 1.8% "other local recurrence" rate (oLRR, or regional nodal recurrence). Younger women had a significantly higher cumulative incidence of IBTR than did older women. In a similar pooled analysis of trials enrolling women with node-positive disease, the 10-year incidences of IBTR and oLRR were 8.7% and 6.0%, respectively. The time period over which these women were treated extends into the 1990s; and although NSABP protocols required only that tumor should not touch the margin ink, it is not known how individual NSABP surgeons applied this protocol definition, nor whether or not re-excisions were being performed at these institutions for margins less than 1 or 2 mm. Throughout the 1990s, several single-institution retrospective analyses designed to identify risk factors for local recurrence of breast cancer have examined the impact of wider resection margins on local control. In particular, much attention has been paid to the definition of a negative margin, with several studies showing that a minimum margin width of 1 or 2 mm or more was associated with reduced risk of local recurrence.[5-7] These studies described a lower recurrence rate than the B-06 study, albeit with substantially shorter follow-up durations. Subsequent single-institution studies have demonstrated a strong temporal effect on IBTR rates, with a significant decline in later time-periods[8,9]; although these declines are undoubtedly related to better radiological and pathological evaluation, and to boost radiotherapy and uniform use of systemic therapy, it is not possible to say what the contribution is of wider excisions and re-excisions. More recent, larger studies that examined margin status and recurrence rate are summarized in Table 2. Interestingly, the findings remain controversial, with two publications from 2011 showing that margins less than 2 mm do and do not (respectively) affect local control.[10,11] These recent data are consistent with an earlier review of margin width and IBTR risk by Singletary et al, who found no direct relationship between the width of the negative margin and the IBTR rate.[9] Thus in the setting of contemporary breast cancer care, obtaining wider negative margins may not in reality confer any added benefit, but may carry a significant potential for harm (psychological, cosmetic, financial).

Randomized Trial Data on Resection Margins and Recurrence in DCIS

TABLE 2

Retrospective Studies of Local Control Following Breast Conservation for Invasive Cancer, Reported Since 2000, With More Than 500 Patients per Study

Wapnir et al have recently reported on pooled data from patients participating in NSABP B-17 (testing excision alone vs excision with radiotherapy) and B-24 (testing excision with radiotherapy, with or without tamoxifen). Importantly, margin-positive patients were allowed to participate in B-24, and the free margin definition in both studies was "no ink on tumor." The 15-year outcomes were pooled and published recently, showing that IBTR rates in women treated with excision and radiation have climbed since the original reports; they are now 19.8% (B-17) and 16.6% (B-24) with radiation therapy alone, and a reduction to 13.2% is seen with the addition of tamoxifen in B-24.[12] The ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) trial by the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC), using a similar margin definition, showed similar results, with a 10-year local recurrence rate of 15% in the radiated group. Thus long-term IBTR rates in prospective studies of DCIS tend to be somewhat higher in DCIS patients than in patients with invasive breast cancer when a similar margin threshold (no ink on tumor) is applied. Table 3 highlights IBTR rates relative to margin width in women treated with radiotherapy for DCIS.

Nonrandomized Data on Resection Margins and Recurrence in DCIS

A meta-analysis of data from DCIS trials and observational studies that included patients treated with radiotherapy[13] has provided information on incremental margin width and local control. Positive margins are clearly associated with an increased risk of IBTR, but it appears that for DCIS (in contrast to invasive cancer) there is a significant trend towards greater benefit with margins of 2 mm
or more that seems to plateau at a margin distance of 2 mm. Only a small number of patients have margins of 5 mm or more, however. These data contrast with reports by Silverstein and colleagues, who suggest that margins exceeding 10 mm are optimal for excision of DCIS. Since the interval between 1 mm and 10 mm in their study is not broken out into smaller intervals, one cannot determine whether the 2-mm threshold is also significant in their experience.[14] Other observational studies also suggest that for DCIS, a close margin may increase the hazard of local recurrence,[15] and therefore it may be reasonable to define the optimal free margin for DCIS as a width of 2 mm.

Methods for Minimizing Residual Tumor

TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCIS IBTR Rates Relative to Margin Width in Patients Receiving Radiotherapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Tumor-free margins are the agreed-upon objective indicator of a minimal residual tumor burden following wide excision of a breast cancer, but clearly are only a surrogate marker of good local control. Free margins do not ensure freedom from local recurrence, even when radiotherapy is used. As the best available surrogate, however, obtaining negative margins remains the gold standard, and several techniques have been tried to minimize residual tumor and the need for re-excise of positive margins (however they are defined). Intraoperative frozen section or touch prep has been reported to reduce the need for re-excision procedures but has not been widely adopted because it is resource-intensive and does not perform well for the most common margin problem, namely DCIS at or near the margin.[16] Intraoperative touch-prep of margins in one study of 398 patients was associated with a positive predictive value of 73.6%,[17] whereas in another study of 30 patients, its positive predictive value was 21%[18]; the technique clearly requires significant experience to implement, and at best will provide incremental improvement over present re-excision rates. Frozen-section examination of margins was evaluated in a Scandinavian study, which found that 16% of 186 patients required re-excision for positive margins despite the use of frozen section.[19] A prior American study showed similar results, with false-negative frozen section findings in 19% of 97 patients.[16] Since re-excision rates of under 20% can be regularly achieved without frozen section, the value of this technique is not clear.

There is wide agreement that orienting sutures and multicolored inks should be used to designate the various tumorectomy surfaces, but the translation of intraoperative orientation to the surgical pathology gross room is challenging, given the propensity of the specimen to flatten out and "change shape" by the time it is grossly examined and sectioned. A solution to this problem may involve the technique of "cavity shaves," in which thin samples of breast tissue from the resectional cavity are submitted separately; if these are positive for tumor they represent, for the surgeon, more interpretable data regarding the location of a positive margin. Cavity shavings are increasingly accepted as a valid and reproducible way of decreasing re-excision rates. Huston et al found that complete resection of four to six additional margins during the initial lumpectomy decreased the reoperation rate but was associated with higher tissue volumes.[20] In another study, a higher rate of negative microscopic margins and a lower reoperation rate were found with the use of cavity shaves, with lower volumes of excised breast, improved patient satisfaction, and decreased cost.[21] Jacobson et al examined records of 125 patients in a retrospective study and found excision of additional shaved margins at the original procedure reduced re-operations by 48%.[22] While the volume of resected tissue may be increased by use of routine cavity shaves, as is the cost of pathological evaluation, the decreased rates of re-excision, with its attendant costs, are likely to result in an overall advantage for this technique. Data on long-term outcomes have not been reported.

The ability to perform real-time molecular imaging analysis of margins during surgery would clearly be a significant advance; several groups have engaged in this effort, with encouraging reports of preliminary data.[23,24] Further development of such techniques promises to lead to a point at
which accurate intraoperative margin evaluation may be possible and may even be combined with therapeutic interventions, using techniques such as photodynamic therapy.

Discussion

The optimal margin distance for breast cancer excision remains an area of controversy, particularly in the setting of renewed interest in maximizing local control. Although NSABP studies have established that "no ink on tumor" is the minimum required for acceptable local control, this does not answer the question of what minimal distance is required for optimal local control, since individual NSABP surgeons and centers may have applied more stringent criteria for their patients. Surveys of radiation oncologists in North America and in Europe and of surgeons in the United States have shown that there is no consensus regarding optimal margins of excision. Among those surveyed, only 11% of US surgeons, 46% of North American radiation oncologists, and 28% of European radiation oncologists endorsed negative margins as "no tumor at the ink."[23,24] Most surgeons do not perform intraoperative margin analysis. Almost half of the surveyed surgeons (48%) examine the margins grossly with a pathologist. Re-excision decision-making varies greatly: 57% of surgeons would never re-excite for a positive deep margin, but 53% would always re-excite for a positive anterior margin. Jacobsen et al found that 15% of surgeons accept any negative margin, 28% would accept a 1-mm negative margin, 50% would accept a 2-mm negative margin, 12% would accept a 5-mm negative margin, and 3% would accept a 10-mm negative margin.[22] This wide variation is reflected in reported re-excision rates, which range from 10% to 50%.

Wide margin consequences

Impact of Margin Width Definition on Positive Margin Rates

An unnecessarily wide standard for tumor resection margins results in high positive margin rates, and obligates the surgeon to re-operate in order to obtain the required margins. Table 4 shows that in studies reported since 2000, with sample sizes of more than 300 women, there is a clear relationship between the definition of free margins and the positive margin rate. A definition of ink-free tumor allows the positive margin rate to range between 10% and 20%; increasing the required width to even 1 mm doubles the positive margin (and therefore the re-excision) rate to the range of 20% or greater, with some studies reporting a rate of almost 50%. Since these positive margins are presumably re-excised, a significantly larger proportion of breast cancer patients suffer the psychological and cosmetic costs of re-excision. However, data presented in Table 2 demonstrate that wider margins are not necessarily accompanied by better in-breast control. Older studies were nicely reviewed in 2002 by Singletary [25]; Table 2 provides a summary of more recent, large studies published since 2000. The lack of a trend relating margin width to local control persists in the newer data, highlighting the multifactorial etiology of in-breast recurrence of breast cancer (age, tumor characteristics, use of optimal systemic therapy and radiotherapy) and discouraging the use of simplistic models that dictate that wider margins must mean lower risk of in-breast recurrence.

The cost of re-operation for breast cancer

Additional surgery takes a significant emotional toll on the patient, a factor that has not received any attention in the surgical literature. Recent data document the fact that a finding of positive margins at first excision may lead to the decision to perform a mastectomy[26] or even bilateral mastectomy.[27] In women who adhere to the plan for breast conservation, it compromises the final cosmetic outcomes, with the potential to profoundly affect self-esteem, body image, and sexuality. The economic cost has not been evaluated to date, although it includes the costs of the re-excision and conversion to mastectomy, and possibly the cost of reconstruction. The perceived benefit of
wide margins of resection is also driving use of "oncoplastic" techniques of breast tumor resection, increasing costs of surgery not only on the ipsilateral side, but also on the contralateral side, since many of these women then need a reduction of the contralateral breast.

**Conclusion**

A consensus about the definition of negative margins is needed, with data-based guidelines for re-excision parameters. A randomized trial devoted to this issue is unlikely to arouse enthusiasm. However, if one considers this issue not only from the perspective of demonstrating a possible benefit of wider excision (perhaps in high-risk subsets such as young women and those with triple-negative tumors), but also from the vantage point of assessing harm from unnecessary intervention, then the rationale for such a study is quite strong. A possible design would embed the margin question into one or more large systemic therapy trials, and randomize women with margins of under 2 mm to re-excision or not. Additionally, margin width is not captured in large national databases such as Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER), the National Cancer Data Base (NCDB), or the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) database. Collection of margin width data along with the number of surgical procedures would allow a better assessment of the impact of margin width standards on a range of outcomes, and would enable comparative-effectiveness research in this area.

Finally, continued research is needed into better techniques for real-time margin sampling. Improvements in this area, we would hope, could increase the accuracy of our resections, obviate the need for re-excision, and improve outcomes with a single surgical procedure.
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